Inclusion and exclusion criteria clearly defined
Appropriate statistical analysis
Description of withdrawals and Drop outs
Description of randomization process reported and appropriate
Blinding of investigator/assessor
Treatment protocol adequately described for the treatment and control groups
Study question/hypothesis described and well defined
Description of sample characteristics
Description of outcome measures/criteria for measuring outcomes
Blinding of therapist
Allocation concealment
Baseline comparability
Testing of subject compliance to treatment protocol
Power calculation
Type of Statistical test used clearly stated
Sample size calculation performed prior to initiation of the study
Blinding of subjects
Description of outcome measures/criteria for measuring outcomes
Description of sample characteristics
Study question/hypothesis described and well defined
Study described as randomized
Treatment protocol adequately described for the treatment and control groups
Blinding of investigator/assessor
Description of randomization process reported and appropriate
Description of withdrawals and Drop outs
Appropriate statistical analysis
Inclusion and exclusion criteria clearly defined
Intention to treat
Study conclusion supported by the findings of the study
p value and/or confidence intervals reported
Reliability reported for main outcome measures
Clear reporting of number of subjects excluded from the trial